The alkali halide cluster (KCI),, is demonstrated to be large enough to exhibit ordered and highly disordered structures. The disordered high-energy stable packings of (KCl),, are identified as amorphous structures. We term the large collection of amorphous (KCl) 32 structures the "microamorphous" state, on the basis that they are as disordered as the bulk glass phase. Liquid (KCl) 33 was quenched to investigate how fast the cooling rate must be to trap (KCl) 32 in one of the high-energy amorphous structures. Even at unrealistically fast cooling rates, (KCl) 33 was able to locate its microcrystal structure. A shielded Coulomb interaction potential was used to test whether reducing the range of the pairwise potential would make it possible to prepare amorphous binary clusters. Several different values of the shielding range were tested. These results are discussed in terms of the structure of the underlying potential energy surface. A short study was conducted of the temperature dependence of the time it takes, on average, for supercooled (KCl) 3z to relax into the crystalline regions of its potential energy surface. Lastly, we rationalize, in terms of the potential energy surface, the qualitative temperature dependence of the heat capacity for both the first-order and glass transitions.
I. INTRODUCTION
One of the motivations of cluster studies is the supposition that phenomena of bulk systems have microscopic system analogs. Among these are phase changes. Microscopic "phases" and "phase changes" have been observed in simulations and in a few experiments and are becoming fairly well understood. Because of this we can now approach the study of phase phenomena from the inherently simpler small systems (clusters) point of view, as an alternate or supplement to the conventional large systems approach. One advantage of clusters is their computational convenience; computations simulating bulk matter require large model systems often taken subject to periodic boundary conditions. In small systems periodic boundary conditions have occasionally caused anomalous behavior. ' Furthermore, clusters also exhibit some behavior that is unobservable or that never occurs in bulk systems, the socalled size-dependent effects.
Some bulk matter, rare gases, and alkali halides being notable exceptions,2 exhibit two kinds of observable solid phases: the ordered crystal and the structurally disordered glass. Clusters also have a solid phase, which we term "solidlike" to emphasize its distinction from the bulk solid phase. A solidlike cluster is defined by extrapolating the properties-general properties common to both the bulk crystal and glass phases-of the bulk solid phase down to the cluster size regime. Until now no real distinction has been made between the ordered and disordered solid phases of a cluster. In this paper we broach the subject of glassy clusters. In order to define what a glassy cluster is we must first identify those properties of the bulk glass that distinguish it from the crystal. When this is accomplished we can use these properties, in a way valid for small systems, to characterize the glass state of a cluster. We call the solidlike state of the cluster that corresponds to the bulk glass phase the microamorphous state (MA). The idea of a small system exhibiting both an ordered solid state and an amorphous solid state is not new. Some protein researchers view the denatured misfolded state of a protein to be analogous to a glass state.3 In this first attack on the subject of glassy clusters, our characterization of the MA state is still a mostly undeveloped, untested concept, meant as a working definition that may in time be refined into a more precise, descriptive expression of an observable state.
Some glass researchers distinguish between the terms amorphous and glass: for them "amorphous" represents a disordered solid formed by any process such as rapid cooling, vapor deposition onto a cooled substrate, or dehydration, whereas "glass" refers solely to amorphous solids formed by rapid cooling of the liquid. For this paper no distinction is necessary, so we essentially use the terms glass and amorphous interchangeably. However, we reserve the use of the term "glassy" for reference to an ensemble and the terms amorphous or "disordered" for reference to a single isolated system (cluster).
With this introduction we state the main issues of this paper. What is the microamorphous state and how do we characterize it? Is the microamorphous state real in the sense that it can be prepared in the laboratory or is it just a theoretical construct that only exists on the computer? To address these topics the objective of this study was twofold: First, we aimed to demonstrate that an alkali halide cluster as small as (KC1)3, has many locally stable irregular structures that, if found in an ensemble of solidlike clusters, would unambiguously categorize the ensemble as glassy. In turn this would mean (KCl) 32 has a MA state that is at least mathematically attainable on a computer. A second objective was to explore the possibility that the amorphous form of (KCl) 32 might be attainable experimentally by very rapid, but still realistic cooling of the melt. Beyond this was the idea of varying the pairwise forces to see how shortening their range would affect the tendency of the cluster to form a MA state or glassy ensemble.
What do we hope to gain from the study of glassy clusters? First, we can demonstrate another example of the correspondence between cluster and bulk phase behavior. Second, through this correspondence we may learn something about bulk glasses, similar to what the study of phase changes in clusters provided for both the first-order solidliquid phase transition and also surface melting. 4 Third, we can gain insight into how new, highly disordered forms of matter might be made. Lastly, the study of glassy clusters offers us another opportunity to demonstrate how examining the multidimensional potential energy surface can provide insight into the phase behavior of a cluster. Indeed, both Goldstein'-' and Stillingerg>' have previously discussed glasses and the glass transition of bulk systems in terms of the underlying multidimensional potential energy surface. Here we apply the same general concepts and approaches these authors espoused for bulk systems, but where needed, we revise them for clusters.
In the next section we define the microamorphous state for a cluster. In the third section we describe the methods we employed for this work and in the fourth section we present our results. In the fifth section we discuss these results and also in the fifth section we show how the ideas of Goldstein, J&kle," and Stillinger can be consolidated in order to construct a model that explains the qualitative temperature dependence of the heat capacity for both the first-order solid-liquid and glass transitions. In the last section we summarize the findings of this paper.
II. GLASSY CLUSTERS
We attack the problem of defining the microamorphous state in the same manner used previously for other cluster phases. That is, we first identify the characteristic properties of the bulk phase and then in a consistent way extend these properties to the corresponding small-system phase. The main consideration in this process is that the bulk properties have small system counterparts that are both definable and observable (measurable). A good example of one of these properties is the diffusion constant. The diffusion constant of a small system is a calculable quantity that can be used to distinguish between solidlike and liquidlike states of a cluster ." Glasses are amorphous solids sharing some of the properties of crystals: Glasses have viscosities greater than lOI poise and they respond like isotropic crystals to shear stress. Interestingly, glasses are also similar to liquids in that they have absolutely no long-range order, except in an average sense. 12-15 Although glasses have no long-range order they can have substantial short-range order.16-18 In fact, some geometric interpretations of glasses consider them to be frustrated but stable packings of locally ordered, highly stable, noncrystalline nucleates.8"g The noncrystalline order of the nucleates or "amorphons" as Hoarelg calls them, creates weak nonoptimal bonding at the boundaries of the amorphons. The break in continuity at the amorphon boundaries disrupts any long-range order. The nonoptimal bonding also creates frustration that locks in the glass state because rearrangements to a more ordered state would require improbable cooperative motions of a large group of particles.8920 However, as we shall see, the degree of disorder in a microamorphous cluster may be too great to even permit the application of the concept of amorphons.
The multidimensional configuration space of a system can be partitioned into a sum of separate regions which can be thought of as catchment basins. Each basin has associated with it a minimum on the potential energy surface with all steepest descent paths of that basin invariably leading down to its minimum. The geometry associated with the minimum is referred to as the inherent structure of the basin.21922 For large systems, the number of basins with geometrically distinct inherent structures is on the order of eN, where N is the number of particles. Each basin can be labeled by its inherent structure. The basins of bulk systems and, in a more approximate sense some clusters, can be classified into two sets-amorphous or nonamorphous-according to the extent of crystallinity of the inherent structure.g All the basins whose inherent structures have substantial crystalline portions are considered nonamorphous, the remaining basins of configuration space belong to the amorphous class. The union of all the amorphous basins comprises the range of structures whose (random) occupancy constitutes the glass state. Aside from permutational isomers, all the amorphous basins of the glassy state have unique microscopic inherent structures.
To differentiate the amorphous structures from the nonamorphous ones in the most analytical manner, the extent of crystallinity of the system must somehow be quantified. This separation has been done previously in several ways. The degree of disorder in a system has been quantified using a minimal-spanning-tree method based on graph theory.23 In this approach upper and lower limits of the extent of crystallinity were defined by computing the measure of disorder for a perfect crystal and a system of randomly arranged particles. The distribution of Voronoi polyhedra of a system is another method that has been used to distinguish crystalline structures from amorphous structures.24-26 Bond-order parameters introduced by Steinhardt18 have been used to measure the extent of crystallinity of a nucleating system.27 None of these methods, which were developed for bulk systems, were used in this study. In lieu of a rigorous analytical approach we propose below a heuristic set of classification criteria specifically for clusters. However, our analysis does not rest on that specific set of criteria, and some of the above approaches may be at least useful approximations for clusters. In particular, the bond-order parameters might be especially useful.
If a system is cooled rapidly enough to prevent crystallization it must get trapped in an amorphous basin, i.e., a basin that lies in the set comprising the glass state. Although this structure is microscopically unique, it cannot be selectively prepared, or even prepared ,in a way that permits its unique identification or characterization, by, e.g., its radial distribution function, heat capacity, vibrational entropy, or packing fraction. Contrast this with the (nearly) perfect crystal state in which the equilibrium placement of all the particles is known exactly; bulk systems and clusters in this virtually unique, globally stable (crystalline) geometry can be isolated and studied. This lack of information about the glass relative to the crystal is what gives the glass a residual configurational entropy S, at a vibrational temperature of 0 K. In passing we mention that the possible existence of an ideal glass transition to an ideal glass state with S,=O is still an open question. '39'5V20,28-30 If we define the number of configurational states G( 4) as the number of inherent structures with minimum energy in the range 4 ~d~#/2 then we can approximate S, as S, =kb In [G(&dd419 (1) where #slass is the quenched energy of the prepared glass structure. 6"0 In this approximation we assume that all the amorphous structures with (p = &,,, have equal probability of occupation. This means that the glass state is represented physically by an ensemble of systems each of which is in a different amorphous structure. Thermodynamic properties of the glass state are then defined by averages over this ensemble of microscopically unique amorphous structures.
The other requirement for a microamorphous state is that the amorphous structures must somehow be preparable in the solidlike phase. Solid behavior means essentially no diffusion and, because diffusion signifies interwell motions the requirement that a glass be a solid can be interpretated as a requirement that the disordered structures of the glass state have an immeasurably long lifetime on some appropriate experimental time scale. Hence, for a microamorphous state to exist in nature, clusters must be trappable into a solid amorphous structure by some realistic experimental process. Specifically, if the glassy state of a cluster exists then amorphous structures must be preparable by rapid cooling of the liquid cluster. This can always be accomplished on a computer since arbitrarily fast cooling rates are possible. For example, amorphous structures of a 500-particle Lennard-Jones system subject to periodic boundary conditions have been prepared on the computer.31
With this model for the bulk glass state, we are now in a position to define the microamorphous (MA) state. Immediately, we encounter an obstacle: How do we apply the first property we cited for bulk glasses-absence of longrange order-to a small finite system? In a similar vein, how large must a relatively rigid system be for us to distinguish whether it is ordered, or disordered enough to be called amorphous? Is (KC1)3, large enough to exhibit structural disorder? It is simply not sensible to define structural disorder for a small system such as (KC1)32 On the other hand, it is reasonable to consider a system on the order of lo2 particles to be either regularly or randomly arranged. We realize from this perspective that certain intrinsic size requirements pertain to the concepts of order and disorder.
One way to approach this problem is to contrive an intensive measure of disorder, such as those just mentioned, that has associated with it an inherent minimum size limit below which it loses its applicability. Whether this is the ideal way to attack this problem, or it is an attainable one is not certain. Presently, our solution to this problem was first to assume a priori that (KC1)3, is large enough to exhibit ordered and amorphous structures and then, to prove subsequently that representative examples of these two classes of structures can be clearly distinguished from one another. Second, we assume that these two classes of cluster structures correlate with specific types of bulk structures. If we accept that the ordered structures of the cluster must correlate with the structures of the bulk crystalline phase, then it seems inevitable that the disordered structures of the cluster correlate with the structures of the bulk glass phase. The foundation of this logic is based on the concept that the phase phenomena of bulk systems have cluster system analogs, a concept that has been verified extensively for liquids and crystals.
In the context of clusters a binary classification of the inherent structures may sometimes be too coarse. In a related study of (KCl)32 (the preceding paper, hereinafter called I) we classified its inherent structures into four categories according to the extent of crystallinity of the inherent structure.32 The first category is just the rocksalt inherent structure of the global minimum basin. The second category subsumes all the "crystal-like" inherent structures that are ordered and rocksaltlike except for a few defects. The third category consists of inherent structures that exhibit a degree of crystalline order over part of the cluster and amorphous over the rest. The amorphous structures comprise the fourth category. While all four categories were necessary to interpret the solid-liquid behavior of this cluster,32 for the present study a twofold classification-amorphous and nonamorphous-was sufficient. To understand why this is adequate recall that one of the main objectives of this paper is to demonstrate that (KCl),, can exhibit, at least theoretically, a state that is the small-system analog of the bulk glass state. Based on this main objective our self-determined mandate is simply to show that (KCl)32 exhibits inherent disordered structures that correlate with amorphous structures that would comprise a bulk glass state, and furthermore that (KC1)3, has a very large number of these structures, and then examine whether and how these structures can be reached.
We present now a working definition of the MA state: if a cluster has a very large number of inherent disordered structures, relative to the number of its ordered structures, it can be considered to have a MA state. The existence of amorphous clusters implies that they can be distinguished from the nonamorphous, solidlike forms of the same cluster. Whether or not the MA state is real depends on it being preparable experimentally. If it cannot be prepared experimentally and exists only mathematically on the computer then it is merely a theoretical MA state. This distinction between real and theoretical MA states has been stimulated specifically by the present work: (KCl)32, in the quenching studies described below, exhibits the variety and number of amorphous inherent structures that comprise a theoretical glassy ensemble. However, for the unshielded Coulomb potential, we could find no realistic cooling program that could reach anything but ordered structures.
Ill. METHODS
( KCl)32 was simulated using both constant energy and constant temperature molecular dynamics (MD). Explanations of the MD formalism and the details of its application to alkali halide clusters have been presented elsewhere and will not be repeated here. 32'33 The velocity form of the Verlet propagation algorithm with an incremental time step of 3X lo-l5 s was used to integrate numerically the constant energy equations of motion.34 A Gear sixth-order predictor-corrector35 algorithm was used to propagate the NosC~~ constant temperature MD equations of motion with a time step of 2.5 x lo-l5 s. Inherent structures on the (KCl)32 potential surface were located using the steepest descent21'22 or conjugate gradient3' potential minimization techniques. Locating and then viewing on the computer hundreds of different inherent structures allowed us to verify the existence of a wide variety of locally stable (KCl)32 structures, ranging from crystalline to amorphous.
The interaction potential used for this study was The value of Aij depends upon the particular interacting ions whereas p does not, and p and Aij are assumed to be independent of the number of particles in the cluster. With B= 1 and yi="/i=O this potential simplifies to the Born-Mayer4' potential that has been used previously for MD studies of alkali halide clusters. With the parameters 7; and rj not equal to zero Eq. (2) is a shielded Coulomb potential We used this adjustable form for the interaction potential because we wanted to determine what effects the magnitudes of B and y would have on the preparation of amorphous (KC1)3,.
IV. RESULTS

A. Theoretical glassy clusters
The microscopic structure of a glass is similar to the inherent structures of a liquid. Therefore, to search for amorphous (KCl)32 structures we ran constant energy MD trajectories at energies at which ( KCl) 32 is liquidlike and then quenched the cluster to identify the inherent structures of the liquid. The quenched structures we located were examined to determine whether they were amorphous or nonamorphous. The analysis of the inherent structures was the most crucial part of this study. To make the results of this study substantive we are obliged to demonstrate that an ensemble of systems as small as (KCl)32 can be glassy, at least theoretically, in the sense that we can clearly differentiate enough structures as amorphous.
The small size of our model system enabled us to use a straightforward, yet subjective method to examine quenched structures-we simply viewed them on the computer. We know the ground state structure of (KCl) 32 has cubic (rocksalt) symmetry, Fig. 1 (a) of Paper I,32 so any structure thoroughly devoid of this geometry (or any metastable crystal allomorphs) is amorphous. Structures that contained any significant local rocksalt structure were classified as nonamorphous, e.g., the slightly defective rocksalt structures of Figs. 1 (b) and 1 (c) of Paper I. In addition structures that were marginally ordered were conservatively classified as nonamorphous, such as the "nonwetting" structure of Fig. l(d) of Paper I. With these guidelines we still encountered many, many structures that were clearly amorphous. An example is Fig. 1 (e) of Paper I.
Viewing the structures on the computer was only the first step in our method to examine quenched structures of ( KCl) 3> A more objective criterion for the degree of order is the radial distribution function (RDF). The RDFs of amorphous structures should resemble the RDF of the liquid and the RDFs of ordered structures should resemble closely that of the global minimum rocksalt structure. Calculated RDFs for the ground state configuration (rocksalt microcrystal), for liquid (KCl),, and for quenched structures of varying degrees of order are shown in Paper I.32 These RDFs are shown in Fig. 2 of that paper, in sequence, corresponding to the structures in the prior figure. The features of the RDF [ . We also calculated a RDF averaged over eight different amorphous structures, Fig. 1 (b) of this paper. This averaged RDF is quite similar to the RDF for the liquid. The RDFs shown in Fig. 2 of Paper I were each calculated over one single static configuration. The fact that the RDF for a single static amorphous structure resembles that of liquid (KCl)32 demonstrates that (KCl) 32 is large enough for US to distinguish ordered from disordered structures, a necessary but not sufficient criterion for us to identify a MA state-we must also show that (KC1)3, has a very large number of locally stable amorphous structures.
From our quench studies we found that there is a strong correlation between the degree of rocksalt order of a structure and its quenched energy.32 This means that we can confidently say that structures with minimum energies above about -3.31 eV/ion are amorphous and those with lower quenched energies are nonamorphous, although not necessarily crystalline (or crystal-like). In another related work on (KCl)32 we evaluated the configurational density of states, G(4), for (KC1)3,.32 From the calculated G (4) we can estimate that there are on the order of lOI amorphous basins for each crystalline (or crystal-like) basin. This result, that a 64-particle alkali halide cluster is large enough to assume bulklike characteristics-in this situation, locally stable structures that are amorphous-is consistent with the findings of Martin.44 Martin, by calculating the phonon spectra of NaCl clusters of various sizes and comparing them to the bulk NaCl phonon spectrum, concluded that if the cluster is large enough to exhibit an fee (rocksalt) structure then its phonon spectrum resembles that of the bulk spectrum, although a good agreement is not achieved unless the cluster contains about 140 ions or more. In fact, Martin calculated the vibrational density of states of (NaC1)32 and found that it is quite similar to the bulk NaCl phonon spectrum, aside from the long wavelength frequencies which are of course not reproducible in a cluster.
Another characteristic of potential surfaces complicated enough that we can make a clear distinction between its crystalline and amorphous inherent structures is that very similar starting geometries quench down to significantly different locally stable structures. We found this by comparing the time history of the instantaneous configurations of (KCl),, with their associated quenched geome- '. tries; In only a few MD time steps, on the order of 20, the quenched structure can change dramatically although the instantaneous structures in this interval appear hardly different. All this evidence indicates persuasively that (KCl),, has a theoretical MA state that is mathematically attainable on a computer. But can the MA state of (KCl) 32 be prepared in the laboratory?
B. Real glassy clusters
Bulk amorphous alkali halides have been prepared on the computer using ultrafast cooling rates.48"0 To investigate the glass forming ability of (KCl),, we performed constant energy MD simulations in which the total energy was monotonically decreased until the inherent structure no longer changed on further cooling. We then analyzed the resultant inherent structure to determine if it was amorphous or nonamorphous. Finding amorphous structures would mean that glassy (KCl),, was formed; finding only nonamorphous structures, that ( KCl) 32 crystallized or, in more general terms, simply annealed and avoided vitrification.
We tested first the rigid ion interaction potential; the Coulomb scaling parameters were set to B= 1 and y;=~ =O. The slowest cooling rate that we simulated was z 10 K/s. This cooling rate, slow in computer terms, is about 2 orders of magnitude faster than the fastest cooling rates accomplished to date, -10' K/s by Suslick*l using sonochemistry techniques. Nevertheless, this cooling rate still allowed (KCl),, to equilibrate sufficiently to locate its ground state rocksalt structure.
The characteristic frequency of ( KCl) 33 is on the order of 1012 s-l so a cooling rate of 1 X 10" K/s corresponds to taking out roughly (3N-6) kB of energy in the time it takes ( KCl) 32 to undergo approximately ten characteristic vibrations. This equipartition of energy estimation suggests that it takes merely ten vibrations for (KC1)3, to equilibrate and anneal after a temperature drop of 1 K, at least enough to avoid getting caught in an amorphous local minimum basin. If ten vibrational cycles were not enough then, at this cooling rate, the system would gradually fall farther and farther out of equilibrium, thus disabling crystallization. This reasoning supposes that the amount of time (KC1)32 needs to equilibrate is independent of temperature, or that the barrier energies drop with the energies of the minima they separate, enabling the cluster to find its way to the lowest-energy structure as it cools.
We applied faster quench rates to determine the minimum cooling rate necessary to form amorphous (KC1)3, and found that at a rate of about 5 X lOI K/s the cluster did not have enough time to locate the low-energy crystalline basins. This cooling rate is consistent with the results of a study of (KC1),s6 by Amini and Hackney," in which they reported that on cooling the liquid by constant energy MD at a rate of about lOI K/s the cluster by-passed crystallization and transformed into a glass state around T = 300 K. Lastly, we also tried nonuniform cooling schedules but the results did not differ enough from the results of constant cooling rates to warrant discussion.
It has been shown by Braier and Berry52 and Stillinger and Stillingers3 that reducing the range of the pairwise interaction reduces the multidimensional area of the opening of the global minimum basin and also creates more local minima on the surface. Intuitively, both of these effects should bias the cooling system toward finding amorphous structures, by decreasing the fraction of the configuration space that constitutes mouths of crystalline catchment basins. We reduced the range of the pair interaction by using a shielded Coulomb potential, B#l and ri=r,+O.
For simplicity we took pi= ri=r for all cases. We tried four sets of shielding parameters ( B= 1.288, y=O.O65 A-'), (B=1.482, y=O.l A-'), (B=4.713, y=O.375 A-t), and (B=5.818, y=O.375 A-'). In Fig. 2 we show the cation-anion and cation-cation pair potentials for these four cases-plus the unshielded case. Our procedure for the first three sets of shielding parameters was to choose a value for the exponential shielding parameter, 7, and then adjust B until the binding energy of the ground state rocksalt structure was the same as for the unshielded case. For the fourth case (B=5.818, y=O.375 A-') we chose y=O.375 and then adjusted B until the anion-cation pair potential had the same depth as that of the unshielded pair potential.
Of these four sets of shielding parameters the first three did not seem to modify the multidimensional potential surface of (KCl) 32 enough to enhance the glass-forming propensity of (KCl),,. The maximum cooling rate at which an amorphous structure developed from the liquid was possibly a little lower for these three sets of parameters than for the unshielded case, but if so, the decrease was hardly significant. However, using a shielded Coulomb potential while keeping constant the depth o,f the anioncation pair potential (B=5.818, y=O.375 A-') did enhance the glass-forming ability of the ( KCl) 32 cluster. For this potential, cooling rates on the order of 10t2, even as low as 5 X 10" K/s, resulted in clearly noncrystalline structures. Such a potential simulates the forces in II-VI or III-V compounds. Two examples of the structures attained by such cooling are shown in Fig. 3 . The significant finding here is that by shortening the range of the pair-wise interaction potential we can modify the likelihood that a rapidly cooled cluster falls into a disordered structure. It is not yet known what combinations of cooling rates and ranges of shielding parameters separate crystal formers from clusters that go into the microamorphous state. Future work will show how this potential can be modified so as to lower the minimum cooling rate necessary to form an amorphous structure.
These results on the unshielded (and slightly shielded) Coulomb potential strongly indicate that microamorphous (KCl)32 probably cannot be prepared experimentally and therefore that the microamorphous state of (KCl)3, exists only on the computer. However, this does not make (KCl)33 useless as a model with which to study phenomena related to glasses and glass formation. On the contrary, the complicated potential surface of (KCl) 32 along with its small size make it a natural model for the study of the phenomena concerning the formation of glasses. Furthermore, the results with the heavily shielded potential {[e] in Fig. 2 (a) ) indicate that II-VI compounds, such as alkaline earth oxides, or III-V compounds may well form MA clusters and glassy ensembles.
If we assume that any cooling rate is possible, a true statement at least for computer simulations, then the property that determines at what rate a system must be cooled in order to suppress crystallization is the rate of configurational equilibration as a function of temperature. In other words, at each fixed T in a cooling schedule, how long, on average, does a supercooled liquid or disordered system explore its configuration space before it encounters and becomes trapped, essentially permanently, in one of the deep crystalline basins? Since we identified both amorphous and crystalline structures for (KCl)32, we can use it as a model system with which to answer this question.
To study this, we computed the temperature dependence of the average interval of the time it takes (KCl) 32 to relax into the crystalline regions of its potential surface, method. Along this constant temperature MD trajectory the basins the cluster explored were monitored by quenching the cluster at regular intervals. Along these trajectories (KCl)sz initially explores its high-energy amorphous basins until it eventually encounters a deep crystal-like basin. When the cluster explores a crystalline basin, and then subsequently remains in the crystalline basin for tens of thousands of time steps, it is assumed to have crystallized. We represent the lifetime of "supercooled" (KCl)s, by r,, and loosely term it the "crystallization relaxation time," which is the approximate time needed, on average, for supercooled (KCl),, to come to configurational equilibrium by crystallizing. Sometimes the point when, or if, the cluster crystallized was unclear; fortunately, these cases were rare. Most often the onset of crystallization was clear and unambiguous. That is, there was a distinct break in the quench history of the cluster from noncrystalline minima to low-energy crystalline minima. If crystallization did not occur after 150 000 time steps the simulation was terminated and this length was used as the result for the trial. This was absolutely necessary since at low temperatures it is highly probable that the cluster could become trapped in a noncrystalline basin for prohibitively long times before crystallization sets in, if it does at all. This number of time steps was chosen because it was short enough to expedite the computations, but also long enough that the number of trials in which crystallization did not occur was few. For this reason primarily, the curve shown in Fig. 4(a) should not be interpreted quantitatively, particularly at its low temperature end. The lack of quantitative accuracy is not a serious limitation since our objective was only to evaluate the qualitative temperature dependence of rc. FIG. 3 . Two amorphous structures obtained from cooling a shielded analog of (KC1)32, with parameters (B=5.818, y=O.375 A-') , at a rate of 10" K/s. and then remain in them, if it is initially in the amorphous region of configuration space. Specifically, our procedure was the following: A ( KCl),, cluster was set up in a fully quenched amorphous configuration, and then slightly distorted in order to give the particles some initial forces. From this initial condition the cluster was propagated in time according to the No&36 constant temperature MD To calculate an average rc, this process was repeated for ten different initial conditions at each of nine different temperatures, with all the temperatures below the freezing/melting region of (KCl),,.
The average r,( 57) and its corresponding standard deviation a(T) as a function of temperature is shown in Fig. 4 . The distribution of ten times for each of the individual trajectories at each temperature is wide, with the spread widest at the extreme temperatures of the plot and smallest for the middle temperatures. Notice in Fig. 4(b) that the standard deviation from the average rc as a function of temperature has itself the same qualitative parabolic shape as the r,(T) curve. This suggests that the wide spread in times is probably intrinsic to the exploration process and not the result of a bad or incomplete sampling procedure. Although the quantitative accuracy of the curve may be suspect (many more trials at each temperature must be done to obtain more quantitative results, particularly at the lowest temperature) the qualitative shape is probably correctly reflected by our limited sample set.
At higher temperatures, r,(T) decreases with decreasing T, until it reaches a minimum. This drop occurs because as the temperature is decreased the thermodynamic driving force for the formation of the more stable solid phase increases. However, on further decrease of T, 7,.(T) reaches a minimum and then increases because the average thermal energy drops below the energy of the barriers the cluster must overcome to establish configurational equilibrium.
V. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
In previous studies of both rare gas54-56 and alkali halide33 clusters, we have successfully related the simulation results to the structure of the underlying potential energy surface. It is logical then to do the same here. Our approach with small clusters was to map the potential surface by finding its minima, saddles, and in some cases, topology, and then to interpret how the detailed shape of the potential surface governs the cluster dynamics. For this study, in view of the complexity of the 186-dimensional potential surface of (KC1)32, we must take an alternate approach. For (KCl) 32 we must identify the averaged, less localized features of the potential surface and not concern ourselves with the fine details. Hence, we want to identify the gross features of the (KCl) s2 potential energy surface that promote crystallization,. even during a rapid cooling of the melt.
A system will vitrify if its liquid can be cooled faster than it can explore its potential surface and find its way into its deepest catchment basin. Thus a glass of clusters forms if cooling an ensemble of clusters leaves them trapped in a broad distribution of amorphous geometries and quenched energies. Crystallization or configurational equilibrium, in terms of this potential surface description, occurs if, at every Tin the cooling process the system has adequately sampled the connected catchment basins on the potential surface, in the sense of establishing a canonical distribution of basin occupations. Stillinger, by calculating a lower bound on the time required for a system to sample the basins around all of its minima at least once, concluded that the representative minima that must be sampled to establish equilibrium is a tiny fraction of all the minima.8
The basin around the global, crystalline minimum certainly is one of these representative minima, but whether it is statistically important during the critical, "freezing in" stages of a real, dynamical cooling process depends on the geometry' of the potential surface and through it, on the rates of cooling and, at each T, on the rate of configurational equilibration. The time required, on average, by WX,,, at a temperature below the freezing/melting region, to sample the basins of the surface depends on the interplay between these statistical and geometrical effects. Our interpretations of the curve shown in Fig. 4 are directly related to this concept. At high temperatures, just below the melting/freezing region, although the rate at which (KCl)s, explores its configuration space is fast, the time, Q-,, (KCI),, needs to drain into the deep crystalline basins is long since the crystalline basins constitute a small fraction of the configuration space that is explored. Thus at these high temperatures, statistical effects dominate the configurational equilibration process. At low temperatures the geometry of the surface becomes important as the energy barriers to rearrangement become comparable to the thermal energy of the cluster. Barrier effects at these low temperatures severely impede configurational motions making configurational equilibration a slow process. Thus at low temperatures barrier effects cause the rate of configurational equilibration to increase as the temperature is lowered. The shape of the 7c curve may actually reveal something about the average height of the energy barriers that a system encounters as its temperature is decreased. For example, a monotonically decreasing rc curve may reflect a fast increase of the energy barriers, with respect to the thermal energy of the system, that the system encounters as the temperature is decreased.
How do these arguments, relating the gross features of the potential surface to rates of configurational equilibration, reflect on how the shape of the potential surface effects glass formation? This is the concept we want to understand from our simulations about glassy clusters. In Figs presented by Stillingerg as representative cross sections of the potential surfaces of strong and fragile liquids, based on the definition of strong and fragile liquids given by Angel1 et a1.57-5g We offer similar illustrations here because it is our reasoning that the surface of (KC1)3, defined by the unshielded potential is like that shown in Fig. 5 (a) . To understand why this is so consider the following conceptual scenario. As the temperature of a system is decreased new sets of representative basins dominate the configurational space explored by the cluster as its ergodic path carries it toward a new configurational equilibrium. The system is a good glass former if the amorphous basins that are explored, as the temperature is lowered, have progressively lower minimum energies with higher and higher energy barriers, relative to k,T, separating them from the crystalline basin. If this occurs, the surface offers progressively poorer and poorer access to the crystalline global minimum [ Fig. 5(b) ]. Conversely, if the basins lead, on average, downward in configuration space toward the global, crystalline basin and remain accessible by readily crossed rearrangement barriers all the way to the crystalline basin, then the system is a poor glass former [ Fig.  5 (a)] . By "lead, on average, toward the crystalline basin," we mean that, on average, the energy barriers leading to lower energy minima are lower than for rearrangements leading to basins with higher minima. In Fig. 5 , an arrow points to a possible reaction path a hypothetical system might follow as it is cooled on these potential surfaces into an amorphous basin. In one case the reaction path converges to the crystalline minimum (poor glass former) and in the other case it is trapped away from the crystal (good glass former). The deep basins into which a good glass former may vitrify are separated from the crystalline basin by large energy barriers.so that small fluctuations cannot lead to the crystal. In contrast, in the case of poor glass formers the energy barriers that must be crossed are small so that small fluctuations can relax the system down toward the crystalline basin. These speculative arguments are susceptible to testing. Using a cluster as a model system enables us to attack this problem quantitatively, specifically by varying the range of pair interactions to control the shape of the multidimensional surface, then to use well-tested techniques to find statistical distributions of saddle points and minima, and then to find the slowest cooling rates at which glasses just form, for each set of potential parameters. This work is now underway.
The arguments just discussed are similar to those of Goldstein6'7 and Stillingerg*' in the critical importance they placed on the role of the potential energy surface in the glass formation process. As an indirect justification of the -applicability of this potential surface approach, we present a model, formulated in terms of the potential energy surface, that explains the qualitative temperature dependence of the heat capacity for both solid/liquid phase transitions, namely, the first-order and glass transitions.
Jackie" describes a formulation of the statistical mechanics of glasses in which the phase space is divided up into cells &. With each cell is associated an occupation probability p( ai>. In the model we now develop we initially proceed like Jlickle, but instead of considering the phase space we consider only the configuration space of the system. That is, instead of partitioning the phase space into cells we partition the configuration space. The configuration space cells we consider are the distinct catchment basinsm of the potential energy surface, which we label according to the minimum energy #i of the basin; & is the minimum energy of catchment basin i. We associate with each basin pi a temperature dependent occupation probability P(~,T).
For this model we postulate that all the basins with (nearly) the same minimum energy 4 have, on average, approximately the same properties; their phonon spectra is a good example of one of these properties. This allows us to group all the basins with (nearly) identical minima energies together and consider them to have the same occupation probability P( 4, T), where 4 in this function now represents all the basins with minimum energy in the range 4 f d$/2.
Stillinger' posited that in the limit N-CO (N is the number of particles) there is a subset of basins all with the (nearly) same minimum or configurational energy, 4,, within which the system is found with overwhelming probability at T. In terms of our model this is analogous to the probability function P(&T) being sharply peaked about the energy &. Taking this approach one step further, we characterize the full probability distribution function P(c$,T) by the energy of its peak value 4, for each T. This approximation yields a function 4,(T) that expresses the temperature dependence of the subset of basins within which the system is found with high probability.
Returning to our probability function P( q$, T) we can express the configurational entropy of the system as fn S(T) = -kB C P(#i,T)ln P(4,T), 4 ( 3) where the sum is over all the individual basins on the potential energy surface. Within our assumption that only the basins with 4i=$m have significant occupation probability, the terms of the sum can be reduced to only the 4, basins 
This result shows that the assumption that P( +,T) is sharply peaked is identical to the approximation that in the thermodynamic limit the canonical and microcanonical ensembles give the same thermodynamic results. The temperature dependence of&(T) from the liquid phase down to the solid phase depends on whether a system solidifies in a first-order phase transition or a glass transition. If a system passes through a glass transition then below the normal bulk melting/freezing temperature dm( T) refers only to the amorphous basins sampled by the supercooled liquid (see Fig. 4 in Ref. 9 ). In Figs. 6(a) and 6(b) we show the general form of +,( T) for these two cases. Noteworthy features of the b,(T) first-order phase transition curve are, the discontinuous jump in 4,(T) at T, and for all T < T,, 4,(T) =+crystal, the value of 4 for the perfect crystal. In contrast the 4,(T) for a glass transition has no discontinuity at T,, but like the first-order curve for all T below the glass transition temperature Tg, 4, ( T) =&lass (the mean 4 for the configurations that can appear in the glass). The shape of the 4,(T) curve and also the general shape of the density of configurational states function G(4) are the input for our explanation of the temperature dependence of the heat capacity C' for a liquid-solid (first-order or glass) transition. For a sketch of the heat capacity curve for a glass transition see Fig. 7 or, for an example of a real experimental heat capacity curve, see Ref. 61 . 
The temperature dependence of Eq. (8b) can be understood with reference to the curves in Figs. 6 (a) and 6 (b) .
In a first-order phase transition 4,(T) [ Fig. 6(a) ] is discontinuous at T, with an infinite derivative &q( n aT =03* T=T,,,
An approximate lower bound expression for G ( 4) 
which means that the configurational contribution to the heat capacity is quenched and only a vibrational heat capacity remains. We can apply this same procedure to the glass transition, but we now use 4,(T) defined for a glass transition 
increases, slowly at first, but then more abruptly, because we hypothesize that near Tgt r&(T) is a smooth but sharply rounded function of T. Furthermore, we propose that &( T) follows the shape of Fig. 6(b) , so that a$,( T)/aT is nearly discontinuous, with a maximum near Tr After the derivative a&( T)/aT reaches its maximum value it gradually decreases and levels off to approximately the constant value for the liquid. Concomitantly, the derivative aa+) a4 #=4,(T) ing I$,( T) follows the shape of Fig. 6(b) , then Cp for a glass sample heated through the glass transition will have a temperature dependence qualitatively similar to that shown in Fig. 7 . The shape of the experimental heat capacity curve depends on the heating/cooling rate and also on whether the glass transition is traversed from temperatures above or below Tr14 If cooled from above Tg the C' curve does not exhibit a peak, it simply' decreases monotonically to the value for the glass. This dependence on whether the sample is heated or cooled through the glass transition is believed to be intrinsic and not removable by some corrective heating/cooling technique.62 Presently, this model is unable to explain this kind of "hysteresis" effect.
This model is not new in its use of S(T) =kB In [G($,) ( T)] as an approximation of the configurational entropy, nor in its supposition that the temperature dependence of G[$,( T)] implicitly gives rise to the sharp increase of C, at the glass transition. 6'7 We have tried to do two things with these concepts. First, we rationalized the qualitative temperature dependence of Cp for a glass transition through the use of the function d,,,(T). Second, we have related the first-order solid-liquid phase transition to the glass transition, in terms of the structure of the potential surface, by postulating the different forms of+,(T) for the two types of transitions.
We emphasize that these arguments are qualitative and we are not in any way trying to describe the excess heat capacity, ACp= Cp( liquid) -Cp( glass), solely in terms of the configurational entropy. Goldstein6 has concluded that only part of AC, is due to the additional configurations available to the liquid, and that the remainder comes from three other sources: (1) dependence of the lattice frequencies on the configurational state, (2) dependence of the anharmonicity on the configurational state, and (3) dependence of secondary relaxations on the configurational state. These effects were not important to our development since we were not concerned with the exact value of the entropy below Tr VI. SUMMARY In this paper we have defined the microamorphous (MA) state of a cluster. The MA state is the small system analog of the bulk glass phase. The MA state was defined with reference to the properties of the bulk glass state. We noted the characteristics of the bulk glass state and extrapolated them in a consistent way down to the cluster size regime. In doing this we found that there must be a lower limit on the size of a system that can exhibit a theoretical MA state. A theoretical MA state is one that exists on the computer whereas a real MA state is experimentally attainable. Following this procedure we demonstrated that (KC1)32 has a theoretical MA state, but amorphous (KCl),, probably cannot be prepared experimentally. Extremely rapid computer quenches, with cooling rates 3 or 4 orders of magnitude in excess of the present fastest cooling rates, were required to prepare amorphous (KCl) 32 This conclusion suggests that the structure of the (KCl)n potential surface is such that it promotes quick configurational equilibration. However, we did fmd that by reducing the range of the pair forces we were able to enhance the ability of our model system to avoid crystallization and cool into a noncrystalline structure. The short range model potential we used to investigate this simulates the interactions in II-VI compounds, such as alkaline earth oxides, or III-V compounds.
We presented a discussion of how these results can be due to the shape of the potential surface. This discussion embodied the gross topological and geometrical elements of the potential surface. In particular, we considered what details of the surface expedite true global, equilibration as the system temperature is lowered. We offered the schematic cross section of the potential surfaces of hypothetical poor and good glass formers as a pictorial explanation. Stillingerg has presented similar illustrations as representations of the surfaces of what Angel1 and co-workers57-5g called fragile and strong glasses. We reproduce similar illustrations in this paper because we postulate that the potential surface of (KC1)s2 is represented by the cross section shown in Fig. 5 (a) .
We emphasize that clusters, which are amenable to computational study, are excellent vehicles for the quantitative study of these, and other issues concerning glasses. As an example, in this paper we reported the results of simulations designed to probe how (KCl),, explores its configuration space at temperatures below the transition region. We found that at high temperatures just below the transition region, and also at low temperatures, the rate of configurational equilibration is slow compared to temperatures intermediate between them (Fig. 4) . At high temperatures statistical properties of the potential surface control the equilibration process, whereas at low temperatures barrier effects play the most important role.
Lastly, as further evidence of the worth and broad applicability of the potential surface approach, we rationalized, in terms of the potential surface, the qualitative temperature dependence of the heat capacity for both the firstorder solid-liquid and glass transitions. The soundness of our arguments depend on the validity of our postulates concerning the shape of the function 4,(T) for the glass and first-order transitions. Proving the veracity of these postulates by means of simulations could form the focus of an interesting future study.
